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About This Content

New adventures await your Sims on the sunny shores and beneath the glistening water of an island paradise! From exploring the
tropical isles to creating a five-star resort experience, your Sims can decide to embark on an unforgettable journey or make

themselves a new home in this new utopia. Nautical Sims can even take the helm of fully customizable houseboats and set sail
between islands! If your Sims would rather be in the water than on it, they can snorkel and scuba dive their way through the

ocean. Who knows, they might uncover sunken treasure or befriend a mermaid! With innovative features never before seen in
The Sims PC franchise and a world of new possibilities on land and in sea, your Sims will reap the benefits of their own island

paradise.

KEY FEATURES

Set sail for adventure. Be it by paddleboat or speedboat, your Sims can now leave port to discover new lands and explore
like never before, from inter-island travel to discovering their own uncharted island. Landlubbers need not apply!

Build and run a five-star resort. Create a family-friendly resort of waterslides and buffet tables, a romantic retreat dotted
with minimalist cottages, or a singles resort featuring multiple pool bars where Sims can mingle and flirt. Choose and
fine-tune your amenities, set your prices, and wait for the reviews—and Simoleons—to pour in. The higher your star
rating, the more popular your resort will be!

Life is a beach. See what surprises await under the sea as your Sims build their skills in snorkeling/scuba diving. Your
Sims may find themselves on the shore of a new island or discover sunken or buried treasure.
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Boat sweet boat. Whether your Sims love the water or are just prone to wanderlust, a houseboat may be the perfect
abode. Houseboats are fully customizable and can be moored at any open port, so if your Sims tire of the view, relocate
to a new locale!

New ways to build. New stilted foundations give your Sims the best of both worlds—a home that’s partially on the water
and partially on land. Build a resort, create travelling houseboats, and customize your very own island paradise for your
Sims!
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Title: The Sims 3: Island Paradise
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
The Sims Studio
Publisher:
Electronic Arts
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:OS:Windows XP (SP2), Windows Vista (SP1), or Windows 7

Processor:WIN: 2.0 GHz P4 processor or equivalent for XP/2.4 GHz P4 processor or equivalent for Vista and Windows 7

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics::Nvidia GeForce 6 series or better, and all NVidia G, GT, GTS, and GTX video cards. ATI Radeon™ series card
9500 series or better, and all ATI X, X1, and HD video cards; Intel® Graphics Media Accelerator (GMA): GMA 3-Series,
GMA 4-Series. Please note that the GeForce 6100 and 7100 cards are not supported.

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional
Chinese,Russian,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch,Norwegian,Swedish,Hungarian,Czech,Danish,Finnish
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It worked when I had fewer expansions, now within 5 minutes (on isla paradiso), if you go on 5 speed, it freezes... Would
however recommend for the things it offers for all maps (just don't have too many expansions).

Not worth it for me.. This would be the best map, if it didn't lag to the point of being unplayable. Don't tell me to upgrade my
computer either. It's better than yours. The optimization wasn't thoroughly tested (or it was and EA was like GFO we just want
your money.) I powered through long enough to get some skills and baubles from diving. Wasn't worth it.. This is my favorite
expansion, it has lots of cool stuff to do like diving, working as a diver. you can be friends with mermaids build house
boats...glitches are far and few between for me. the views are amazing! it has the best clothes, and hair styles also. in my opinion
worth the buy.. Not worth buying it kills all computers with mass lag i know from my own experience so don't waste your
money on this shame of an expansion. without the lag it is great but due to the sheer amount of lag it is rubbish
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